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Abstract:

The existing work on mining of hot topics is mainly based on topic multiplicity and
attention from users in unit time. With the advent of social networking, the weight has
been put on the hot topics which can effectively describe the importance and hotness
of a topic. However, the researches on the influence exerted by the accumulation of
attention towards hot topics and the alternation between hot topics and outdated
ones are still relatively weak. In this paper, a novel algorithm for calculating the
hotness of topics is proposed based on momentum. The number of the participants,
but also the long tail effect of the historical accumulation on the topic is taken into
consideration. Through this algorithm, we can accurately build a model for the
hot topics on their emerging growing period and effectively describe the whole life
circle of the topic. Additionally, the change between hot topics and old ones can be
distinguished efficiently. Our experiments show that the process of a topic growing
into a hot topic can be detected explicitly. Potential hot topics can be explored and
the overdue ones can be rejected respectively.
Keywords: hashtag, hot topic, aging theory.

1 Introduction

In modern times social networking has become an important resource of real-time news up-
dates. As smart phones and other mobile devices spread, there is a growing tendency that people
use social networks such as Twitter and Weibo to obtain the hot issues happening across the
world. Detecting the hot topics out from the large-scale of information posted online simultane-
ously is of significant interest for many reasons. For one, it shortens the time for users to obtain
the hot topic, which may play an important role in decision-making. Also from the hot topics
detected, one can easily have an understanding of current social dynamics.

Most of the social network systems may provide a ranking list of hot topics through the search
or post count of keywords. While this approach fails to take the temporal relations of hot topics
into account. Current hot topic detection solutions are mostly based on the topic multiplicity and
attention from users in unit time, whereas they neglect the digestion of the hot topics. Also they
aim to establish the topics from a clustering of keywords from the content layer, which overlooked
the functions of a social network. From the point of view of research methods analysis, physics
methods are applied in many fields, such as: Newton’s theorem was applied to the [6, 18], the
gravity was applied to manufacturing modeling [21], the application of the theorem of momentum
was used in [26,34], [15] combined with momentum method to launch the stock prediction. They
carried out the research of modeling by physics methods. From the social networking features,
in addition to the security and network mining research [11, 28, 31, 35], also, many scholars are
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still studying hashtags’ other functions [27, 40], in [1, 37], Xiao and Aldhelaan were using social
network to do the research on hot topic discovery and recommendation, Chen [13] combined with
evolution model to achieve the topic prediction. The accumulation of topics in social networks
and the integration of the topic have strong physics characteristics, so we try to find a way to
use physics methods to model the topic in social networks and combine the momentum theorem
with hashtags.

In this paper, we aim to detect those emerging hot topics according to the momentum theory
with the use of hashtags. The momentum of hashtags can reveal the mechanism of dynamics
from the temporal characteristics and quantity characteristics and discover the ideal life cycle
of topics. This will result in using momentum theory to dig out hot topics more accurately
and effectively. In this paper, the proposed algorithm does not need to collect and store a
large number of historical data. Therefore, it is suitable for data streams real-time calculation.
Moreover, the nested loops in the algorithm are few and the time complexity is approximate to
O(n). Due to high computational efficiency, this algorithm is suitable for large data analysis as
well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a review of related works.
In Section 3, we propose the definition of hot topics. Section 4 describes the theoretical model
of topic hotness. In Section 5, we discuss the results of the experiments run. Finally, in Section
6, we present our conclusions and some future research directions.

2 Related Work

Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [2] has long been a foundation of the research related to
hot topic detection. However, different from the traditional sources of information such as Web
pages, texts, etc., information in social networks is often very short and sparse, also spreading
rapidly. Under the background of the new era of social media, a series of work have been
completed towards those characters. You et al. [7] utilized frequent item set mining algorithm
SaM [8] to find out hot topics denoted by combinations of keywords. Thus, detecting the hot
topics is comparable to mining frequent patterns from news streams. Similar to that, a recent
work by Kim et al. [22] also took geographic elements into consideration, which provides a simple
but useful approach to analyze real-time streaming data and finds geographic communities.
According to FP-growth [20], Giannella et al. [19] proposed the FP-stream time window and the
digestion concept of the support parameters. This new algorithm can let the outdated items
expired and accumulate the importance of items based on the timeline as well. However, the
algorithm is more complicated. Guo et al. [24] improved the tree structure in the Frequent Pattern
stream mining algorithm (FP-stream) [19] and used the new algorithm to detect hot topics from
twitter streams, which can lead to time-sensitive results. Lee et al. [17] developed an algorithm
for ranking topics, using topic energy to represent the significance of a given topic at each time
point within a time period. The strategy in determining topic energy value considers factors
such as popularity, burstiness and informativeness, which suits the character of information on
social network better. In [29], the key entity significance is computed through traditional "tf-idf"
evaluation method [33] in the information retrieval literature. Then, clustering entities are used
to generate significant events. Bun et al. [25] computed the value of a term by using tf*idf and
clustered terms into a sentence. Yang et al. [39] applied the VSM to the task of news TDT
and used a time window with a decaying function (TW-DF) to model the temporal relations
between documents and events. Unfortunately however, the strategies above did not consider
the temporal relations thoroughly. The newly generated hot topics cannot be distinguished from
the outdated ones accurately.

Chen et al. [12,16] proposed an aging theory to model life cycles of news events. For all user
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messages generated from the topic time interval, the aging theory calculates their nutrition and
convert the nutrition value to the energy value, and then add into the cumulative energy value
of the topic. It also applies energy decaying strategy on the topic. As time goes by, the energy
decays gradually. If the increase of the energy is less than the reduction of the energy, the topic
will show a trend of attenuation. If the energy value is less than a given threshold, this topic is
set to "death" state and is removed from the hot topics list. The aging algorithm defines α as
the nutrition transferred factor and β as the nutrition decayed factor, 0 < α < 1, 0 < β < 1,
α decides the increase of nutrition from an input news document and β decides the nutrition
loss in a period. Zheng et al. [41] utilized aging theory on candidate topics discovered by a
clustering method in each time slot in BBS. With energy values updated at the end of each time
slot according to the three functions of aging theory, hot topics in each time slot can be easily
found. Chen et al. [14] combined aging theory with a term weighting scheme to extract genuine
hot terms. Based on the extracted hot terms, key sentences are then identified and grouped into
clusters that represent hot topics by using multidimensional sentence vectors. Cataldi et al. [10]
improved the nutrition formula by using "idf" and formalized the keyword life cycle leveraging
a novel aging theory intended to mine terms that frequently occur in the specified time interval
which are relatively rare in the past. Wang et al. [36] took media focus and user attention into the
classical aging theory and proved the importance of these two factors. In comparison with these
approaches, our solution extracts hot topics based on hashtags according to the functions of a
social network instead of the content aspect. The hot topic emerging theory based on momentum
can explicitly distinguish new hot topics from outdated ones.

The methods mentioned emphasized topic extraction from a cluster of sentences or the fre-
quency pattern of topics, but ignore the topic life cycle. The aging theory [12, 16, 41] discovers
the life cycle of topic but does not deal with the older topic elimination mechanism very well.
Chen et al. [23] proposed a similar idea to our model, defining hot velocity and hot acceleration
to recognize hot topics but did not reveal the dynamic characteristics. Different from that model,
we define hot topic emerging theory based on momentum. The utilization of momentum theory
can successfully describe the whole life circle of a topic, thus sift out the newly emerged hot
topics from the old ones more effectively.

3 Definition of Hot Topic

Hot topics in real microblogging systems have three characteristics: 1) the number of posts
related to this topic would exceed a threshold; 2) the amount of users concerned should be
large, especially those key persons; 3) a hot topic would occur at a short time [23]. In [14], the
characteristics of hot topics are concluded based on [25] as those appear on many news channels
and go through a life cycle of birth, growth, maturity, and death. In this paper, hot topics are
defined as the topics which are both influential and latest. Four characteristics are summarized
as follows:

i Timeliness. The hot topic refers to the people and things that have happened recently. Those
topics which have been under discussion for more than seven days or one month cannot be
regarded as hot topics.

ii Development. Due to the dynamics while topics are propagated, the influence of public
opinion will spread as time goes by. The hot topics diffract backwards.

iii Accumulation. The more people are involved into the discussion of the topic, the hotter the
topic is. However with more and more attention drawn on a certain topic, it becomes less
possible to be hot topic again.
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iv Digestion. As time goes on, the influence of a topic will unavoidably be watered-down. Thus
hot topics have the character of obliviousness.

4 Kinetic Model of Topic Hotness

The topic under a certain time point can be regarded as a set of large number of synonymous
terms. In other words, to describe this concept from the perspective of physics, we can assume
each term as a particle which owns weight and velocity. Besides, the activeness of the particle
represents its energy and the activeness of a topic is the reflection of the particles inside the set.
As time goes on, the set is dynamically changing with terms increasing, thus the energy of the
particles are changing too. In time t− 1, the topic set is represented as Topicn(t−1) . In time t,
the additional subset Topicn∆t will join into Topicn(t−1) as the new set Topicnt. This process
can be regarded as two kinetic physical objects collided and fused into one kinetic physical object
with the exchange of energy. In this paper, we adopt conservation of momentum to illustrate
this process.

In this paper, we propose to use momentum to represent the physical characters in thermody-
namics and dynamics of hot topic. Negative acceleration is imported to represent the digestion
of hotness according to the attenuation of the hot topics while propagated. We use momentum
equation to present the active momentum of topics which is aroused by discussion.

A topic is consists of many synonymous terms. In social networks, a post can be seen as a
term, and similar terms constitute a topic. The topic set is varying all the time and the variation
composes a time sequence. For a topic n, the topic set can be expressed as:

Topicn := {Topicn1, T opicn2, ..., T opicnt}

All kinds of topics are formed as the whole topic set:

Topic := {Topic1, T opic2, ..., T opicn}

The current topic set is the combination of the former set and the subset increased during
the interval, as:

Topicnt := Topicn(t−1) ∪ Topicn∆t

Topicn∆t := {termn1, termn2, ..., termnm}

We can also say that the topic under a specific time spot is the set of all the terms emerged
before, as:

Topicnt := {termn1, termn2, termn3, ..., termnt}

4.1 Momentum Modelling

In this paper, we use the equations below to represent the variation when a topic becomes
hotter. The topic in t − 1 can be seen as a physical entity mt−1 with weight and velocity. The
increased terms inunder that topic can be regarded as another entity mterm∆t

. Thus the topic
in t as an entity mt is the combination of mterm∆t

and mt−1 after a collision with the velocity of
vterm∆t

.
The increased momentum of topic entity mterm∆t

is the sum of the momentum of each term
added. We can calculate the momentum of each topic as follows:

⇀Mterm∆t
=

m∑

∆t=1

(mterm∆t
× ⇀vterm∆t

) (1)
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The momentum of the Mt equals to the sum of the momentum of mt−1 and Mterm∆t
. The

total momentum is invariable before and after the collision. ⇀vt−1 + ⇀g∆t represents the final
velocity after ∆t. The development and digestion of topic can be expressed clearly by this
equation:

⇀Mt = mt−1 × (⇀vt−1 + ⇀g∆t) +⇀Mterm∆t
(2)

The weight of the topic in time t is the sum of the weight of itself before collision and
the weight of the topic added, which shows the accumulation of topic. The more the topic is
discussed, the heavier the topic is.

mt = mt−1 +
m∑

∆t=1

mterm∆t
(3)

In time t, the velocity of the topic is the quotient of total momentum and total weight.

⇀vt =
⇀Mt/mt (4)

The topic reaches a height in a certain velocity after being represented in physics. In this
paper we define this height as the hotness of the topic in that time spot.

⇀Ht = ⇀vt−1 × t (5)

The height is not able to keep growing according to the digestion of the topic. Under this
circumstance we use acceleration of gravity g to lower the height (hotness). The equation is
modified as follows:

⇀Ht = ⇀vt−1 × t0 +
1

2
× ⇀g∆t2 (6)

4.2 Modelling Solution

In social networks, Hashtag (#) is used extensively to determine the topic, which is convenient
to aggregate and classify vast amounts of information and let people who follow a certain topic
get the relevant information more easily. Twitter showed its significant value in information
propagation almost before every emergency and important activity due to the aggregation of
using hashtags. We can draw a safe conclusion that hashtag reflects the true tendency of topics
and has great potential in the reconstruction and compilation of information. In this paper we
use hashtag for identification modeling of topics. A topic under a specific time spot is defined as
a set with synonymous hashtags.

Topicnt := {hashtagn1, hashtagn2, hashtagn3, ..., hashtagnt}

At a specified time, more similar hashtags means the topic is more active. In a specific period
of time, topic is a sequence of sets. In this Section we use m for the weight of hashtag, v for the
velocity of hashtag, and M for the momentum of hashtag. The topic hotness modeling algorithm
is as follows:

5 Experiment Analysis And Result

5.1 Data Corpus and Parameter Settings

In this paper we adopt the historical(2009/6/11-2009/12/31) data from Twitter as corpus. We
extracted 460,496 twitter terms and 22,063 hashtags in total, neglecting those topics which lasted
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Algorithm 1 Topic Hotness Modeling

Input: The set of hashtags which emerged during a certain period of time
Output: The topics list ranked by hotness in each time spot t

1: for t = t0 do

2: Process the data we collected and aggregate into topic set Topic.
3: for each topic Topicn from Topic do

4: Obtain the set {termn1, ..., termnt} of the Topicnt
5: Calculate the hotness of Topicnt by

⇀Ht = ⇀vt−1 × t0 +
1
2 × ⇀g∆t2

6: end for

7: output the topic list ordered by Ht

8: t = t+ 1
9: end for

Table 1: Parameter Setting

Parameter Value

Hashtag Initial Velocity v 10

Hashtag Weight m 1

Acceleration g -3

Interval t (day) 1

less than 3 days or contained less than 2 posts, the coverage can meet the needs of simulation
experiments. The main parameters of the computer for this modelling are as follows: CPU is
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo, Main Frequency is 2.0GHz, Memory Frequency is 777MHz, Memory
Capacity is 1.96GB, Running Environment is WINDOWS XP. The rest parameters are set as
the Table 1.

5.2 Comparison of Hot Topic detection

In this experiment, our momentum theory (M) is compared to two proposed methods. The
baseline method (A) [12, 16] is a basic aging method. Cataldi et al. [10] improved a method
(A-TF) which enhanced the aging method by using an augmented normalized term frequency.
As a result, top 3 and top 10 generated hot topics from each method are evaluated using official
TDT measures including: precision (p), recall (r) and F1-measure (F1).

In Table 2, the best score for each item is represented in bold. In the top 3 comparison, our
momentum theory achieves both highest precision and recall which results in the best F1 score,
while the aging method achieves both reasonable precision and recall. In the top 10 comparison,
the precision of our momentum theory is still the highest in the first 10 hot hashtags but loses

Table 2: Comparison of Three Methods

Method p r F1

Top 3

A 0.67 0.67 0.67

M 1.00 0.67 0.80

A-TF 0.50 0.50 0.50

Top 10

A 0.63 0.71 0.67

M 0.88 0.78 0.82

A-TF 0.56 0.83 0.67
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Table 3: Top 3 Hashtags Changing Circumstances in A Week in Three Methods

2009/7/6 2009/7/7 2009/7/8 2009/7/9 2009/7/10 2009/7/11

M

mileycyrus mileycyrus mileycyrus 140army 140army zyngapirates

140army 140army 140army mileycyrus zyngapirates hottest100

140mafia 140mafia gorillapenis gorillapenis urumqi ashes

A

livestrong moonfruit turnon notagoodlook ff unacceptable

iranelection nothingpersonal turnoff iranelection followfriday iranelection

140mafia iranelection iranelection 140mafia iranelection ff

A-TF

livestrong moonfruit turnon iranelection ff unacceptable

iranelection iranelection turnoff 140mafia followfriday iranelection

musicmonday livestrong iranelection notagoodlook iranelection ff

recall. We believe that is due to the fact that the momentum mechanism likes to remove the
old topics. The recall of A-TF is the best, because it improves the aging algorithm which will
be sensitive of hot topics and enlarge its coverage, but there is a reduction in the precision. In
the F1 item, the momentum theory has maintained the highest standards. In conclusion, the
comprehensive performance of momentum theory is better than the other two algorithms.

5.3 Comparison of Hot Topic Trending

Due to space limitations, Table 3 represents the top 3 hashtags from 2009/7/6 to 2009/7/11
in the momentum theory (M), the aging algorithm (A) and the improved aging algorithm (A-
TF) . These results show that the topic trending in M is relatively stable. Hashtag #mileycyrus,
#140army and#zyngapirates are stable up to first place in turn. In the last two algorithms,
#iranelection is ranked in the top 3 places. However, according to the historical data checking,
this hashtag appeared over 20,000 times a day in June and was already ranked as hottest topic
at that time in all three algorithms. Clearly, in July #iranelection should not be a hot topic
again. Hashtag #140mafia’s overall performance is good, the repeating number is higher and the
potential of impacting as hottest topic is great, so it is ranked as top 3 in the three algorithms.
Although it is stable in M, it is unstable in A and A-TF.

Table 4 presents the top 10 hashtags in two days (2009/7/6-2009/7/7) in three algorithms.
Hashtag #mileycyrus remains first place in M in two days, ranks 7th in A, falls out of the top
10 in A-TF and only ranks 17th as 0.635 energy value. It is because there are a lot of old hot
topics which interfere with these two days of ranking, while these old hashtags already were the
hot topics in an earlier time. #140army is in second place in M, but ranks 13th and 11th in A
and A-TF separately, falling out of top 10. #flip2009 is captured only by M, while it gets its
highest times in 5th July and 6th July. But due to relatively lower times, it is abandoned by two
aging algorithms. As we mentioned before, #140mafia is captured in all three methods. #tcot,
#spymaster and #tweetmyjobs had more than thousands of times per day from 2009/6/12 and
were listed as hot topics in momentum theory at that time. These are not hot news yet, but
these hashtags are still ranked as top 10 hashtags in A and A-TF. #mj is a standard hot hashtag
which arise sharply in 7th July as 1,077 times occur, however, it is replaced by #tcot in A and
A-TF due to the shortcoming of lower discrimination degree of the aging theory.

Because of the large amount of data and limited space, we take hashtag #mileysycyrus as
an example to analyze the trending of different algorithms. Figure 1 Shows the times, hotness
and energy value six months profiles of hashtag #mileysycyrus, which is the hottest topic of 6th
July in momentum theory.

In Figure 1 A, this hashtag began to appear in 12th June. After that, it did not reproduce
for about a week. Later, it appeared sometime in a lower rate. On 5th July, it shot up suddenly
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Figure 1: Comparison of #mileysycyrus (A:occurrence number of hashtag per day, B:hotness
of hashtag per day in momentum theory, C:energy value of hashtag per day in aging method,
D:energy value of hashtag per day in A-TF method)
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Table 4: Top 10 Hashtags in Two Days in Three Methods

Hashtag M Times Hashtag A Times Hashtag A-TF Times

7-6

mileycyrus 33.63 187 livestrong 0.56 4026 livestrong 0.67 4026

140army 27.93 781 iranelection 0.55 2640 iranelection 0.66 2640

140mafia 27.68 2316 140mafia 0.53 2316 musicmonday 0.66 2966

moonfruit 26.23 2124 moonfruit 0.51 2124 140mafia 0.66 2316

gorillapenis 24.98 984 musicmonday 0.50 2966 moonfruit 0.66 2124

flip2009 21.19 12 spymaster 0.47 1616 spymaster 0.65 1616

mj 20.86 288 tcot 0.40 1206 tcot 0.65 1206

rw09 20.64 16 gorillapenis 0.39 984 gorillapenis 0.64 984

katemcrae 19.36 10 mileycyrus 0.38 187 militarymon 0.64 933

cmonbrazil 19.11 140 honduras 0.30 676 jobs 0.64 827

7-7

mileycyrus 35.64 18 moonfruit 0.62 5147 moonfruit 0.64 5147

140army 30.88 461 nothingpersonal 0.54 3670 iranelection 0.63 1902

140mafia 29.23 1644 iranelection 0.51 1902 livestrong 0.63 1228

gorillapenis 29.09 559 140mafia 0.49 1644 140mafia 0.63 1644

moonfruit 25.65 5147 livestrong 0.47 1228 musicmonday 0.63 1423

cmonbrazil 20.13 47 musicmonday 0.46 1423 spymaster 0.63 936

urumqi 19.61 153 spymaster 0.40 936 tcot 0.63 839

mj 19.27 1075 tcot 0.36 839 tweetmyjobs 0.63 1013

crocmint 19.27 6 tweetmyjobs 0.34 1013 gorillapenis 0.63 559

xinjiang 19.05 110 threadless 0.30 1192 jobs 0.63 642

and reached 5,302 times, then declined rapidly. Although it repeated a few dozens or hundreds
times later, but never rose again sharply. In Figure 1 B, momentum theory captures the hotness
rising rapidly on 5th, 6th, 7th July and declining dramatically quickly. This hotness is higher
than other hashtags, so it is ranked in first place. The aging theory also finds this change but
does not list this hashtag in a higher position (only the 9th place) due to a relative lower energy
value compared with other hashtags. The A-TF method almost gets every higher repeat rate
moments, but it cannot distinguish the highest point from all higher points clearly. So, it is not
able to choose this hashtag from the data corpus efficiently. As a result, it falls out of the top
10 hashtags. In Figure 1, momentum theory presents a higher sensitivity and better ability to
discriminate the hottest hashtags from others than the other two algorithms.

Extrapolating the results from the experiment, we can obtain the hottest topics during the
period of time we captured by the algorithm we proposed, and compared with the hot hashtags
that are extracted by the rank of occurrence.

From the comparison of Table 5, we can explicitly observe that the occurrence of the hashtag
may mislead to the generation of a hot topic, such as #followfriday, #ff and #1. Those topics
own little valid information, however are regarded as hot according to the high frequency of
occurrence. By the algorithm we proposed, the topics which lack realistic meaning will be
eliminated by the momentum equation. The topics which survive will be the active ones with
realistic meaning.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a novel algorithm for hot topic detection based on momentum
theory using hashtags for defining a topic. The main contributions of the paper are as follows.
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Table 5: Hottest Hashtags in Half A Year

Momentum Theory Occurrence

Hashtag Hotness Hashtag Days Times

1 tehran 44.73 ff 113 417802

2 nomaschavez 44.19 iranelection 116 368519

3 happybirthdaymikey 43.13 tcot 120 288091

4 nem 43 jobs 115 243586

5 iranelection 41.14 mobsterworld 85 203445

6 zain 38.93 followfriday 113 188664

7 happybirthdaypink 38.2 1 114 166260

8 teenisland 38.15 musicmonday 109 t164399

9 blackbery 37.94 140mafia 105 149078

First we analyze the characteristics of hot topics and conclude into four points:1) Timeliness. 2)
Development. 3) Accumulation. 4) Digestion. Then we build a hot topic detection model with
momentum theory. The experiments show that our model can identify those emerging hot topics
effectively and accurately.

In the future, we hope to filter the posts under each topic to provide the users with a purer
source of information without the distraction from irrelevant posts. Our algorithm standardizes
the topic life cycle into a very stable curve which makes the topic prediction possible. Some
artificial intelligence techniques have been applied in mathematical modeling [4, 32, 38], and
some achievements have been obtained in the prediction of data modeling [3, 5, 9, 30]. We will
try to use these techniques to predict the hot topics in the next step.
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